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1. Introduction

“Vi är inte rasister, men vi ser frånvaron av svarta spelare som en viktig tradition. Som alla lärt sig de senaste veckorna är traditioner det viktigaste vi har.” (Anonymous opinions from facebook.)

“Då efterfrågan verkar vara större än utbudet har jag planer på att starta ett nytt kollektiv med några sköna människor!” (Anonymous opinions from facebook.)

“Pendeln svänger. Nu talas det om socialt ansvarstagande bland arkitekter igen.“ (Anonymous opinions from the magazine Arkitekten.)

“Den svenska arkitekturpolitiken är så gott som obefintlig. Visst, vi ska lösa bostadsbristen för studenter och ta hänsyn till skönhetsrådets synpunkter. Men sen då?” (Anonymous opinions from the magazine Arkitekten.) 

I think that swedish architects have lost their feeling of social responsebility. Like we do not feel that we are able to make a difference. 
In this time of segregation problems, people from different cultures wanting to live in different ways, family constellations changing, 

a construction industry having to meet high expectations concerning standard of living and the need for sustainable building, 
I believe we need to rethink.

To build based on social needs such as through collective accommodation is nothing new. Examples exist to be inspired by.
Still the majority of that are being built today has standardized normative floor plans. It’s not hard to figure out that this is due to construction enterprises desired 

financial gain.
I am also aware that there are many aspects in the architectural working process outside of school that makes it hard to stay true to ones vision. 

What I want to do is still to raise the question of what values   really should be the basis for what is being built.
Provide space for the user’s voice.

I want to be a visionary, moral and politically engaged architect and I see my master thesis as a chance to unfold my vision. 

...personalized



2. The question

The big question is how can I as an architect participate to be a part of achieving a more peaceful and sustainable world?      
The more specific question and perhaps the answer to the big question is what would a none normative and queer home, 

inspired by people trying to create a none traditional life in Sweden, look like?

I see people around me following traditional official- and inofficial rules concerning the home, without thinking about how that affects them and others.
 People coming to Sweden from all over the world finding it difficult to live as close to their families as they would want to.  

I see the way we live lead to positive effects, but also negative effects. 
As for example divorces, lonely elderly people, stressed parents and obstacles for people trying to create a none traditional life.

Rethinking how we build homes will not solve everything of course, but we do know that the environments we live in affect how we feel and thus our choices. 

Walls must be torn down to improve the view.

...a peaceful and sustainable world



3. The process

Research:

- clarify old values and building standards 
- learn about and visit various collective living, 

collective building and none normative homes
- interview people that in different ways have experience 

of none normative architecture 
-  interview people that want to live in none normative ways 

- choose specific users to create new homes for

Analysis:

- process the information
- clarify the conclusions

- choose a site, 
depending on needs formulated during research

- prepare a proposal

Tools:

 - interviews
- mapping

- sketching
- models

- appropriate presentation technique

...collective living



4. The proposal

Type of housing:

- an apartment block in Stockholm
- homes for the users I choose during research

- one adaptable apartment or a few 
different solutions that can be combined 

Not so common architectural values   
that I will put emphasis on:

- critical analysis
- breaking norms

- users individual needs
- senses

- sense of humour
- playfulness 

- feeling of security
- cooperation

Common architectural values   that I will put emphasis on:

 - artistic form, movement, structure, light, tactility, construction, material, 
details, indoor climate, acoustics, technical building systems, circulation, 

functionality, accessibility, relationship in spaces   

...cooperation



It is clear to me that a mixture of different-minded people provides the best group dynamics and in the business world this if 
often used to find the most innovative solutions. Why should we not consider this when planning the future homes?

  I want to build homes that inspire people to meet other people, different-minded people. 
That inspire people to help each other with life’s duties and enjoy each others presence.

“It is so much more fun to cook dinner together”
“I wish that I could see my dear grandson more often”

“I love to have my big family close by, but I am getting married now and we need our own space too”

(Anonymous opinions I have heard)

...room for diversity

...no room for diversity



5. Time line

Jan Feb Mars April May

V. 1

V. 2

V. 3

V. 4

Halfway critique

Last critique
5 jury ex (4st A3)

Examination
2st archive ex
Digital in Diva

Leave questionnaire

Prepare 
halfway critique

Research
Interviews

Time for thesis starts

Research
Interviews

Mapping info
Prepare studio trip

Studio trip

Studio trip
Analyse info

Mapping

Analyse info
Work on a proposal

Work on a proposal

Work on a proposal

Analyse critique
Work on a proposal

Work on a proposal

Work on a proposal

Prepare 
last critique

Deepen proposal

Deepen proposal

Prepare 
examination
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...sounds good?


